1. Our model used in the main paper: Our model, which is summarized in SI Figure 1 , considers a simple yet archetypal model of a complex system such as a financial market, based on a population of agents competing for a limited resource with bounded rationality. This model reproduces well-known stylized facts of financial markets (see Ref.
[31] of main paper). Figure 1 . Our dynamical market model is based on the realistic notion that it is better to be a buyer when there is an excess of sellers or vice versa when in a financial market comprising agents (humans or machines) with short-term, high-frequency trading goals. Full details are given in Ref. [31] . The length of the price history bit-string is m=3, and the number of strategies per agent is s=2. Agents are heterogeneous since they each have their own s strategies pulled from the space of available strategies (i.e. the strategy space). As shown in the top-left panel, the information input at the beginning of each timestep is the current price history bit-string µ which lists the signs of the price-changes over the previous m=3 timesteps, i.e. up-down-up which is encoded in binary form as µ = 1, 0,1 { } where 1 means up and 0 means down. Agents may be human or electronic, and at each timestep each agent adopts his/her own current best (i.e. highest-scoring) strategy from his/her own set of s strategies. The current best strategy for the agent shown in white mandates action -1 (i.e. the strategy recommends to sell) in response to the current price-history information µ = 1,0,1 { }. The strategy space is shown as a table, with the top row being the possible price-history bit-strings for m=3, and the entries in each subsequent row comprising actions +1 (i.e. buy) and -1 (sell). Hence each row represents a single strategy, i.e. it gives a well-defined response for each possible µ and hence each possible situation. In this example, each agent holds two strategies (i.e. two rows) chosen randomly from all rows at the beginning of the simulation, and hence the agents are heterogeneous. At a given timestep, there is a given price-history bit-string µ (e.g. µ = 1,0,1 { } as shown); each agent chooses its best performing strategy and hence follows the action shown in the entry under column µ , which in the example shown is -1 (i.e. sell). All the agents follow this same procedure: They choose their own best strategy and receive its recommendation, i.e. buy (+1) or sell (-1). In the example timestep shown, more agents sell (-1) than buy (+1). The new price-change, given by an excess demand D = (2 − 4) < 0 (i.e. 2 buyers given by +1, and 4 sellers given by -1, hence the net demand is -2) is therefore downward, i.e. it gets added to the price history µ as a 0. Therefore the new m=3 price history bitstring for the next timestep is µ = 0,1,0 { } as shown in the middle-left panel. This process then iterates in the same manner for all timesteps.
SI
SI Tables 1 and 2 provide support for our model's mechanism (SI Figure 1 ) in which it is better to be a buyer when there is an excess of sellers or vice versa when in a financial market comprising agents (humans or machines) with short-term, high-frequency trading goals. This is equivalent to saying it is better to be in the minority group in such a market. Specifically, an agent could be an automated trading platform with s being the number of algorithms that this platform manages. We define a notional wealth spend. An agent has to do a 'round trip' (i.e. buy (sell) an asset then sell (buy) it back) to discover whether a real profit has been made. 2. Additional supporting results for the claims made in the main paper concerning the nontrivial nature of the ultrafast extreme events (UEEs) and support for a transition around 1 second The following figure demonstrates that the ultrafast extreme events (UEEs) that we study, are not just a simple consequence or knock-on effect of large daily volume, or volatility, or price movements. 3. How to access more detailed information about each ultrafast extreme event (UEE) through the NANEX website In order to access the individual data for each individual UEE, we provide the following guide. The data are consistent with the claim that the UEEs do not result from one single trade, nor are they instantaneous, though they of course appear rather abrupt on the horizontal scale of seconds used in the plots. There are in general trades of irregular sizes, occurring at irregular prices, throughout the duration of the UEEs. Instead, the data is consistent with a sudden crowd of trades, which in turn is consistent with the mechanism of our model whereby a crowd of agents (computers) starts to emerge using the same strategy.
Steps to access data for each UEE: 1. Go to http://www.nanex.net 2. Click on Nanex Research to access page http://www.nanex.net/FlashCrash/OngoingResearch.html 3. In column "Research" on left hand side, click "Micro Flash Crashes" to access http://www.nanex.net/FlashCrashEquities/FlashCrashAnalysis_Equities.html 4. This contains all the UEEs from 2006 onwards. These were the dataset used in the study. 5. As stated on this page, the links on this page contain "…ZIP archives for each year analyzed.
Simply download the files, unzip and start viewing." 6. As examples, there are also 10 pages with 10 sample images from each year to view. 7. As stated, each chart contains a set of numbers in the upper left corner, which give the details for each.
Quoting from this NANEX-produced webpage at www.nanex.net (courtesy of NANEX): "The charts presented in this report show trading activity in 250ms increments. Time is is shown on the Xaxis both on the top and bottom of the chart. Price is shown on the Y-axis on the left and right of the chart. Each trade is represented by a colored dot, the color designating the exchange the trade was reported from. The legend for the exchanges by number is: 1) Nasdaq 2) Nasdaq Alternative Display This information is consistent with the claim that that the UEEs are not instantaneous, nor are they coming from one trade. We thank NANEX for their courtesy in providing us access to this data.
